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THE SYNTHESIS OF MACROCYCLIC 

COMPOUNDS-

Paul R. Story 

We shall consider a macro cyclic 
compound to contain as an essential 
component a large ring of 9 atoms or more. 
The chemistry of such systems is relatively 
unknown, primarily because of the consider
able difficulties attendant to their synthesis. 

In this lecture, several new synthetic 
methods will be discussed and placed in 
historical perspective. These new methods, 
which serve to reduce entry to macrocyclic 
systems to the ordinary, include Sondheimer' s 
acetylene cyclopolymerization, Corey' s 
allylic dibromide cyclization, the cyclic 
olefin metathesis reaction of Calderon and of 
Wasserman, our own ketone peroxide 
fragmentation synthesis, and several 
special syntheses. The new syntlE tic methods 
have succeeded in overcoming one or both of 
the principal disadvantages inherent in 
earlier syntheses; that is, the twin problems 
of working at high dilution and the necessity of 
obtaining a long- chain difunctional precursor 
have been sol ved. 

The synthesis of macro cyclic compounds 
by peroxide decomposition provides the first 
method to offer true generality. At this time 
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CARBOCYCLIC SYNTHESIS 

J. A. Marsh all 



Azulenes and hydroazulenes have chal
lenged the ingenuity of synthetic organic 
chemists since 1939 when the correct structure 
for vetivazulene, a dehydrogenation product of 
the sesquiterpene ~ -vetivone, was first 
surmised by Pfau and Plattner. 1 Shortly there
after other sesquiterpenes which gave rise to 
azulenes upon dehydrogenation were recog
nized as derivatives of hydroazulene (bicyclo-
[ 5. 3. O]decane). In the ensuing thirty-two. 

VETIVAZULENE1 HYDROAZULENE 

years numerous natural products containing 
this ring system have been discovered. A few 
examples are shown below. 

I 
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o 

AMBROSIN3 

Early syntheses of hydroazulenes were 
mainly concerned with efficient construction of 
the bicyclo[ 5. 3. O]decane framework such that 
dehydrogenation reactions leading to 
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Stereochemical and Mechanistic 
Studies of Molecular Rearrangements 

or 

Ii Thermal Reactions and Diradicals -
I:!' Pseudo, Virtual, and Actual 
,I 
i·1 
i I 

I! 

Although it is sometimes possible 

to identify concerted thermal reactions 

by special stereochemistry and low 

activation energy, there is a large 

group of processes for which the kinetic 

criterion of mechanism is too insensi

tive a probe. In these reactions both 

concerted and diradical pathways seem to 

be in competition. Examples are availa

ble in some [1,3] sigmatropic rear

rangements and in the pyrolysis of bi

cyclo[2.l.0]pentanes. It is character

istic of these processes that there is 

some lack of definition of the mecha

nistic details because one does not know 

exactly what behavior to expect of the 
diradicals. 

The chemistry of a large group of 

true diradicals now becomes available 

for examination in the reactions of 
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The Formal [0'2a + 0'2aJ Skeletal 

Isomerization of Caged Molecules 

HH 
~COOCH3 
~ COOCH3 

2) H 0+ 

1
1) OH-

3) e Tectro Iysi s 
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CONJUGATED CYCLIC CHLOROCARBONS AND 
THEIR QUINONOID DERIVATIVES 

Robert West 

Department of Chemistry, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Many of the interesting recent findings 
in chlorocarbon chemistry center about 
the conjugated cyclic chlorocarbons. Of 
the monocyclic members of this series, 
only hexachlorobenzene was known before 
1964. Since that time CsCl s+, CsCl s -, 
C7C1 7+ and CaCl a have been prepared as 
stable species and evidence has been pre
sented for the transient existence of 
C4C14 and CsCls+ (1). This lecture will 
deal with some of the chemistry of two of 
these species, CsCl s+ and C7C17+, as well 
as two bicyclic conjugated chlorocarbons, 
dodecachloroheptafulvalene and octa
chlorofulvalene. 

Trichlorocyclopropenium Ion. The 
starting material tetrachlorocyclopro
pene, now commercially available, is syn
thesized by dichlorocarbene addition to 
trichloroethylene followed by elimination 
o£ HCl: 

H Cl. Cl 

Cl~Cl 
Cl 
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BORANES IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

Herbert C. Brown 

In the past, it has been customary 
for recipients of the Roger Adams Award 
to discuss in the Award Address recent 
developments in research programs under 
current study in their laboratories. I 
started to do the same. However, certain 
recent experiences persuaded me to break 
with tradition and to try a new approach. 

The rapid pace of chemical develop
ments in the past two decades has resulted 
in major changes in the nature of graduate 
education in chemistry. There are few 
courses and very little, if any, time is 
devoted to acquainting the student with t 
historical development of concepts or 
research programs. Instead, the emphasis 
is placed on self-education of the student 
through reading the current literature. 
Consequently, many of our younger col
leagues may be lacking the kind of histor
ical perspective that was an accepted part 
of the education of chemists of earlier 
generations. I decided to devote the 
first half of my lecture to tracing my 
activities over the past 35 years in ex
ploring the role of boranes in organic 
chemistry. The last half of this lecture 
I plan to devote in a more conventional 
manner to two recent develbpments in the 
organoborane area. 
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Divalen~ positive nitrogen (the nitrenium 
ion) constitutes a new type of reactive inter
mediate which possesses properties of interest 
to both the synthetic and the physical organic 
chemist. In principle, the nitrenium ion is 
nothing more than the nitrogen analogue of the 
carbonium ian. In practice the nitrenium ion 
possesses most of the properties of carbonium 
ions, in addition to certain characteristics 
which are uni~ue to this divalent electron-

R R R 

1+ 1+ 1+ 
R-C :N .N. 

1 I 1 
R R R 

singlet triplet 

deficient nitrogen species. Foremost among 
these special properties is the ability of 
the nitrenium ion to exist in either singlet 
or triplet form. 

Nitrenium ions are synthetically useful 
in a variety of different types of reactions. 
Of particular importance from a synthetic 
viewpoint are molecular rearrangements invol
ving alkyl migrations to divalent positive ni
trogen centers, n-routes to azabicyclic mole
cules, and the special uses of phenylnitrenium 
ions (anilenium ions). 
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THE CHEMISTRY OF CYTOKININS 
Nelson J. Leonard 

Cytoki ni ns 
Cytokinin is the generic name for substances 

that promote cell division in plant tissue, such 
as excised pith or callus, under certain condi-, 
tions of bioassay and that bring about growth and 
morphogenesis. 1 It is recognized that cytokinins 
playa regulatory role in many phases of plant 
development including cell enlargement, formation 
of roots and buds, germination of seeds, develop
ment of flowers and fruit, and resistance to 
aging and various adverse environmental condi
tions. Presumably most if not all of these ef
fects are a consequence of a primary function of 
cytokinins in regulating protein biosynthesis. 

Whereas the existence of a specific cell 
division factor was postulated as early as 1892, 
the modern era of research on the cytokinins 
began in 1955 with the isolation of kinetin, 6-
furfurylaminopurine, from old preparations of 
yeast DNA or from autoclaved, freshly prepared 
DNA.2 The structure of the artifact was con
firmed by synthesis, and this was quickly fol
lowed by the synthesis of active analogs, such as 
6-benzylaminopurine (SAP). 

n 
«O~NH 

IN~~. 2~~N9 
3 H 

KINETIN 
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structural and Synthetic Studies ~f 
Y bases from some phenylalanine transfer 

ribonucleic acids 

Koji Nakanishi, Columbia University 

The tRNA's from different organ

isms contain numerous modified odd 

bases. I - 3 ) Of especial interest are the 

so-called Y bases contained in most of 

the phenylalanine tRNA's adjacent to the 

3~-terminal of their anticodons. EVer 

since the first isolation of the Y base 

from tRNA;~:st in 1967,4) it has 

attracted great interest because of its 

important biochemical role and intense 

fluorescence. 

Although it was found that mild 

acid treatment of tRNAPhe t could excise yeas 
the Y base, leaving the rest of tRNA 

intact,S) its structure has remained 

unsolved because of the tediousness and 

difficulty in securing enough material, 

its unstable nature (stable only 

between pH 3-9), and structural com

plexity comprising probably a new 
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PYRAMIDAL INVERSION 

Kurt Mislow 

Pyramidal molecules R3M are inter
converted by transposition of the tri
coordinate atom M from one side of a 
plane, defined by the three ligands, to 
the other. In this process (pyramidal 
inversion) the invertomers may be isomet
ric (automerization, enantiomerization) 
or anisometric (diastereomerization), 
corresponding to symmetrical and non
symmetrical double-well potentials, and 
to planar and nonplanar transition states, 
respectively. The processes of interest 
are purely conformational changes in the 
electronic ground state; chemically cat
alyzed processes, intramolecular rear
rangements and photochemical processes 
will be disregarded. 

An experimental program has been 
undertaken to shed light on the question: 
What are the major structural features' 
which determine the magnitude of inver
sion barriers? 


